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Abstract
In recent years, a Muon collider has attracted a lot of interest in the high-energy physics community, thanks to its ability of 
achieving clean interaction signatures at multi-TeV collision energies in the most cost-effective way. Estimation of the physics 
potential of such an experiment must take into account the impact of beam-induced background on the detector performance, 
which has to be carefully evaluated using full detector simulation. Tracing of all the background particles entering the detec-
tor region in a single bunch crossing is out of reach for any realistic computing facility due to the unprecedented number 
of such particles. To make it feasible a number of optimisations have been applied to the detector simulation workflow. 
This contribution presents an overview of the main characteristics of the beam-induced background at a Muon collider, the 
detector technologies considered for the experiment and how they are taken into account to strongly reduce the number of 
irrelevant computations performed during the detector simulation. Special attention is dedicated to the optimisation of track 
reconstruction with the conformal tracking algorithm in this high-occupancy environment, which is the most computation-
ally demanding part of event reconstruction.
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Introduction

Nowadays, the high-energy physics community is actively 
discussing the optimal choice of a successor to the Large 
Hadron Collider for pushing further the boundaries of the 
field. Traditionally, two conceptually different options have 
been considered: linear e+e− colliders with clean final states, 
but a limited energy reach, and circular pp colliders with 
much higher energy reach, but very complex final states 

due to the composite nature of the colliding hadrons. In the 
recent years, a Muon collider has been attracting increasing 
level of attention, thanks to its unique ability of providing 
clean final states by colliding elementary particles at very 
high energies. Much less synchrotron radiation due to the 
muon’s larger mass allows to accelerate it in a circular col-
lider to much higher energies than electrons, making a Muon 
collider the most energy-efficient facility at the centre-of-
mass energies of 3 TeV and above [1].

An important role in the renewed interest to the Muon 
collider project was played by the physics performance study 
based on full detector simulation, which had demonstrated 
that despite the presence of intensive beam-induced back-
ground (BIB) it is possible to determine the Higgs-boson 
coupling to the b-quark with a precision comparable to pro-
jections at the CLIC e+e− collider [2]. This work presents 
an overview of the tools for detector simulation and object 
reconstruction used for the next iteration of the mentioned 
studies targeting 

√

s = 1.5 TeV and higher, illustrating the 
major workflow optimisations necessary for maximising the 
computational efficiency of such simulations in the presence 
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of beam-induced background and high detector occupancy 
caused by it.

Beam‑induced Background (BIB)

Initial studies of the potential accelerator design and corre-
sponding BIB characterisation have been performed by the 
MAP collaboration [3] for 750 GeV beams split into bunches 
of 2 ⋅ 1012 muons/bunch, colliding at the rate of 100 kHz to 
deliver the design luminosity of L = 1.25 ⋅ 1034 cm−2s−1 [4]. 
A single muon beam with the mentioned parameters would 
bring 4.28 ⋅ 105 decays per meter of the accelerator lattice 
in a single pass. Interactions of the secondary and tertiary 
decay products with the machine elements and the machine-
detector interface (MDI) create an intense flux of BIB par-
ticles reaching the detector volume, as shown in Fig. 1, 
causing radiation damage in the sensitive detector material, 

as well as increasing its occupancy and deteriorating the 
measurement resolution. Therefore a realistic evaluation of 
the detector performance requires an explicit simulation of 
the beam-decays evolution for any given design of the accel-
erator lattice and the MDI.

Extensive studies by the MAP collaboration using the 
MARS15 software [6] for simulating the ±200 -m region 
around the interaction point (IP) resulted in a design of the 
cone-shaped tungsten shielding nozzles optimised for the 
750 GeV muon beams, which strongly reduce the flux of 
BIB particles by about a factor ∼500. A simulated BIB sam-
ple is a list of stable particles entering the detector region in 
a single bunch crossing, which are collected at the surface 
of a box enclosing the detector and at the outer surface of 
the shielding nozzles. Further simulation of their interaction 
with the detector, can therefore, be performed in any other 
software where the detector geometry is implemented.

A new simulation setup based on FLUKA [7] and Flu-
kaLineBuilder [8] software is currently at the final stage of 
development, which will be used for further optimisation of 
the MDI design coherently with detector-performance stud-
ies at higher beam energies [9]. All the results presented 
in this paper were obtained using the existing BIB sample 
simulated with MARS15 by the MAP collaboration for the 
√

s = 1.5 TeV Muon collider [4].

Characteristics of BIB Particles

The BIB particles at the Muon collider have several charac-
teristic properties affecting the detector differently from the 
BIB or pile-up collisions at e+e− or pp colliders. In Fig. 2 
the main features of these particles are shown separately for 
the three dominant particle types: photons, electrons and 
neutrons.

The first outstanding feature is the extremely large num-
ber of particles (about 4 ⋅ 108 from the two muon beams) 

Fig. 1  Illustration of the machine lattice and MDI used for the 
MARS15 simulation of the BIB from a 750  GeV muon beam. The 
cone-shaped shielding nozzles are shown in yellow. Several particle 
tracks with momenta > 1 GeV are shown by solid lines. The figure is 
reproduced from Ref. [5]
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Fig. 2  Main characteristics of BIB particles at the detector entry point: the momentum (left), the position along the beam line (middle) and the 
time of arrival with respect to the bunch crossing (right), shown separately for neutrons, photons and electrons
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arriving to the detector in a single bunch crossing, mak-
ing the full simulation of a single event a very challenging 
and computationally demanding task. The second important 
feature is that it primarily originates from the outer surface 
of the nozzles, with a sizeable distribution along the beam, 
in contrast to particles from typical pile-up collisions that 
originate from a very small region around the interaction 
point (IP). Finally, the distribution of arrival time shows that 
the majority of BIB particles arrive with a substantial delay 
( ∼1-10 ns) with respect to the bunch crossing, depending on 
the particle type, making the timing information a crucial 
component of BIB suppression at the detector level.

Simulating and reconstructing such a large number of 
particles in millions of events necessary for a statistically 
significant physics analysis is nearly impossible with a rea-
sonable amount of computing resources. Yet intelligently 
using the mentioned kinematic features of the BIB particles 
it is possible to dramatically reduce the computing resources 
needed for the full detector simulation of such events, as 
demonstrated in Section 5.

Simulation Software Stack

A typical simulation of a physics event can be split into the 
following conceptual stages: 

1. generation of stable particles from the collision event 
and from the BIB;

2. simulation of their interaction with the passive and sen-
sitive material in the detector, producing simulated hits 
in the sensitive volume: SimHits;

3. conversion of simulated hits to reconstructed hits 
(RecHits) according to the detector’s response param-
eters, such as spatial granularity, resolution, electronic 
noise, dead time, response linearity, etc.;

4. reconstruction of higher-level objects, e.g. charged 
tracks, hadronic jets, secondary vertices, Particle Flow 
objects, etc.

Only the first stage, the generation of stable input particles, 
is performed by external software, whereas the rest of the 
simulation and reconstruction process is performed within 
a single iLCSoft framework [10] inherited from the CLIC 
experiment [11]. This framework was chosen because it 
has all the main components for full simulation of a lepton-
collider experiment, is in active use and has a significant 
overlap with the unified Key4HEP framework [12] being 
developed for future colliders, to which these studies will 
migrate in the future.

The interaction of stable particles with the detector 
material is simulated by the GEANT4 [13] software that 

is closely integrated into the iLCSoft framework. The three 
main components of the framework itself are the following:

– LCIO - providing a consistent event-data storage model 
for commonly used objects like MCParticles, simulated 
and reconstructed hits, Tracks, Particle-Flow Objects, 
etc. [14];

– Marlin - a modular framework with processors for iso-
lated tasks, like hit digitisation, object reconstruction and 
higher-level analysis that are configured and chained into 
a flexible data-processing sequence by means of XML 
configuration files [15];

– DD4hep - efficient and highly flexible detector descrip-
tion toolkit that interfaces the unified detector model with 
GEANT4 and Marlin for detector simulation and object 
reconstruction respectively [16].

A number of packages of the framework have been modified 
or extended for the needs of Muon collider studies, and are 
maintained in a separate public repository [17]. Revisions 
of the whole software stack are centrally distributed through 
Docker and Singularity containers for an easy and coherent 
use by people performing the simulations across different 
institutes with independent computing infrastructures, but 
can also be installed manually.

All the results for computational performance reported in 
this paper were obtained by running the mentioned software 
on a machine with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2665 2.40GHz and 
32GB of RAM.

Detector Geometry

Taking advantage of the extensive detector-design studies 
performed by the CLIC collaboration, its latest CLICdet 
geometry [18] was used as a starting point for the Muon 
collider detector model, MuColl_v1, schematically shown 
in Fig. 3. The main features of this detector include the full-
silicon tracker comprising of the Vertex Detector with a dou-
ble-layer sensor arrangement close to the IP followed by the 
inner and outer trackers, sampling electromagnetic (ECAL) 
and hadronic (HCAL) calorimeters, superconducting sole-
noid (B = 3.57 T) and muon detectors based on the RPC 
technology. Several modifications with respect to CLICdet 
have been implemented in its design for adapting it to the 
specific BIB conditions at the Muon collider:

– the MDI and the beampipe have been replaced with those 
designed by the MAP collaboration, including the cone-
shaped shielding nozzles;

– inner openings in the endcap region of the tracking detec-
tors, calorimeters and muon stations have been increased 
to physically fit the larger shielding nozzles inside;
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– the strength of the magnetic field has been reduced to 
3.57 T for consistency with the magnetic field assumed 
in the MARS15 simulation of the BIB particles;

– layout of the vertex detector was optimised to lower the 
occupancy near the tips of the shielding nozzles, where 
most of the BIB particles exit into the detector region 
(see Fig. 4), and to provide more measurement layers 
close to the interaction point.

Optimisation of the Simulation Process

The process of simulating one full event at a Muon collider 
within the iLCSoft framework is schematically shown in 
Fig. 5, and comprises of simulating SimHits from the BIB 
and from the signal process using GEANT4, overlaying the 
BIB SimHits on top of the signal SimHits and then 
passing them through the digitisation processors to obtain 
the RecHits, which are then used for higher-level object 
reconstruction.

Considering that about 4 ⋅ 108 BIB particles have to 
be added on top of each signal event, performing their 
GEANT4 simulation in every event is not practical. Instead 
BIB particles from a single bunch crossing are simulated 
with GEANT4 only once to obtain the corresponding Sim-
Hits stored on a hard disk, which can be efficiently read 
and merged with SimHits from the signal process.

To avoid statistical biases, a finite number of bunch cross-
ings is simulated, each having a randomised distribution of 
BIB particles in the azimuthal angle, and the set of BIB 
SimHits to be merged with a given signal event is picked 
randomly. A pool of 30 bunch crossings has been simulated 
for these studies, which is sufficient at the present develop-
ment stage given the limited amount of computing resources 
and the focus on technical feasibility rather than on statisti-
cal precision of the obtained results.

Hit Digitisation Logics

All SimHits produced by GEANT4 are represented in the 
LCIO format by two conceptually different classes: Sim-
CalorimeterHit - used for hits in the calorimeters and 
muon chambers, and SimTrackerHit - used for hits in 
the tracking detector. Both hit classes keep track of the tim-
ing information, because the hit time corrected for the time 

Fig. 3  Layout of the top half of the MuColl_v1 detector geometry 
featuring the shielding nozzles shown in cyan (top) and a zoomed-in 
view at the Vertex Detector featuring the double-layer arrangement of 
Si sensors (bottom)

Fig. 4  Layout of the vertex detector in R-Z plane (red lines) with 
sensors arranged in double layers with 2mm spacing, overlaid on the 
position distribution of the BIB-particle entry point along the beam 
axis. Positions of the disks of the Vertex Detector are chosen to stay 
outside of the regions with the highest flux of BIB particles to reduce 
their occupancy

Fig. 5  Schematic diagram of the event simulation process within the 
iLCSoft framework. Interactions of stable particles with the detector 
material are simulated by GEANT4. Merging of the BIB and signal 
hits, followed by their digitisation and reconstruction are performed 
by individual Marlin processors
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of flight of a photon from the IP to the corresponding sensor 
surface, referenced later in text as time of flight (TOF), is 
an important discriminating factor between the signal and 
BIB contributions, as demonstrated in Fig. 6, 7, 8. Yet the 
two hit classes are treated differently at the digitisation step. 
SimCalorimeterHits reflect the physical granularity 
of the detector, and a digitised hit is obtained by summing 
all contributions from MCParticles to the corresponding cell 
during a fixed readout time window. Instead SimTrack-
erHits are treated independently from each other, assum-
ing no physical division of sensor planes into pixels or strips, 
and the finite spatial and time resolution effects are applied 
by a Gaussian smearing of their position and time.

A more advanced digitisation processor is being devel-
oped for the tracking sensors that takes into account the 
charge sharing between pixels, realistic hit-time recon-
struction and pile-up effects. This more complex approach 
will unavoidably make the tracker-digitisation process more 
computationally demanding, and will also need an adjusted 
selection of input BIB MCParticles and SimTracker-
Hits relevant for the digitisation process. Therefore, some 
of the optimisation strategies described in the following will 
need to be revised in the future.

The main optimisation steps explored during the course 
of these studies are summarised in Table 1 together with 
the approximate effect on the main performance metrics. 
Detailed description of these and potential future optimisa-
tions to be studied is presented in the following subsections.

Simulation of BIB SimHits

Every particle in GEANT4 simulation is processed inde-
pendently, which allows to easily parallelise this step into an 

Fig. 6  Comparison of the TOF-corrected time distributions for hits 
from signal and BIB particles in the tracking detector, assuming sin-
gle-hit time resolution of �

t
 = 30 ps (60 ps) in the Vertex Detector 

(Inner/Outer Tracker). A narrow time window of ±3�
t
 (represented 

by the dashed lines) allows to reject most of the BIB hits

Fig. 7  Comparison of signal and BIB hit properties in the ECAL 
Barrel: TOF-corrected time (top) and longitudinal position along the 
barrel radius (bottom). Soft BIB particles have a wider time distri-
bution due to the spread of their origin and time of flight, allowing 
to suppress their contribution with a narrow readout time window of 
±250 ps. Depth profile of the remaining hits can be used for further 
subtraction of the average BIB energy deposits

Fig. 8  Time distribution of simulated tracker and calorimeter hits 
corrected for the time of flight of a photon from the IP. The maximum 
hit time relevant for digitisation with realistic readout time windows 
is marked by the dashed line
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arbitrary number of threads N, each taking the correspond-
ing 1/N fraction of the BIB particles as input. As mentioned 
in Section 2.1, one of the dominant BIB contributions are 
neutrons with energies as low as 20 MeV, which require 
GEANT4 to be run with a high-precision physics list QGSP_
BERT_HP for accurate results. Simulation of a single bunch 
crossing in this configuration takes 3040 h (about 127 days) 
of CPU time, which requires massive parallelisation for 
obtaining results at a reasonable time scale.

In reality, a detector readout time window of up to 10 ns 
would be sufficient to detect all the signal particles from the 
collision event, including tracks from slow particles and had-
ronic showers, which can take a few nanoseconds to develop. 
Therefore, all the SimHits created after the 10 ns threshold 
would have no effect on the final result of the event simula-
tion. Figure 8 shows the TOF-corrected time distribution 
of BIB SimHits in the calorimeters and in the tracking 
detector, which clearly demonstrates that a large fraction of 
HCAL hits are indeed created later than the mentioned 10 ns 
threshold and can be safely excluded. Correcting this value 
for the extra time of flight of signal particles from the IP, 
particles with initial arrival times greater than 25 ns can be 
safely skipped from the simulation process without affecting 
the SimHits in the readout time window of interest, effec-
tively reducing the CPU time of simulating a single bunch 
crossing by a factor 6, down to 480 h on a single thread.

A large fraction of the remaining particles are low-energy 
neutrons with non-relativistic velocities, which are respon-
sible for the long tail of the HCAL-hit time distribution in 
Fig. 8, which can reach several microseconds. Considering 
the direct relation between the momentum and velocity of 
a given massive particle, a lower threshold on the neutron 
kinetic energy E

kin
> 150 MeV can be used to effectively 

exclude slow neutrons that create calorimeter hits too late, as 

shown in Fig. 9. This reduces the simulation time by another 
factor 3, down to 200 h.

Finally the remaining neutrons have sufficiently high 
momentum to be accurately described by the much faster-
performing QGSP_BERT physics list, which brings the pro-
cessing time down to 24 h. Thus, applying thresholds to 
the minimum momentum of neutrons and maximum arrival 
time of all particles that are simulated by GEANT4 allows 
to simulate a full bunch crossing in 1 day on a single thread, 
making a simulation of multiple bunch crossings for statisti-
cally independent event samples perfectly feasible.

Production‑Level Optimisations

For a production-level simulation workflow, a more efficient 
approach would have to be implemented, taking advantage 
of the extremely high density of particles that have to be 
simulated. A very promising solution is the so called ”Rus-
sian roulette” Monte Carlo sampling, which is successfully 
used by the CMS experiment since 2015 [19]. It reduces 
the GEANT4 simulation time by tracking only a fraction 
of randomly sampled individual particles and assigning a 
correspondingly greater weight to their energy deposits to 
keep the same total deposited energy. Given the sizeable 
dimensions of the ECAL and HCAL cells, on average 10–30 
individual particles contribute to a single reconstructed hit, 
which normally are simulated individually by GEANT4 
and then summed during the digitisation step. Considering 
that the main BIB contribution in the ECAL and HCAL 
are photons and neutrons, respectively, these two types of 

Fig. 9  Correlation between the kinetic energy of a neutron and 
the TOF-corrected time of HCAL hits created by it. Neutrons with 
energy below 150 MeV arrive to HCAL at t ≥ 10 ns, which is outside 
of the readout time window of interest

Table 1  Summary of optimisation steps and their impact on the com-
puting performance

Optimisation step Primary metrics

BIB tracking in GEANT4 CPU time
 All particles 3040 h
  Excluded late particles 480 h
  Excluded slow neutrons 200 h
  Lower-precision physics list 24 h

BIB overlay CPU time RAM
  ILCSoft default 800 s 60 GB
  Excluded BIB MCParticles 500 s 25 GB
  Trimmed SimHit collections 70 s 8 GB

Track reconstruction CPU time
  Time-based hit filtering 200 h
  Beamspot-pointing doublets (loose filter) 50 h
  Vertex-pointing doublets (tight filter) 0.03 h
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particles are suitable candidates for the mentioned sampling 
technique.

Another potential approach could be based on machine 
learning, e.g. a generative adversarial network (GAN) that 
would generate already summed SimHits from the input 
list of MCParticles, bypassing the particle tracking with 
GEANT4 in every simulated event. Yet training such a net-
work would requires a large sample of bunch crossings to 
be simulated with GEANT4 in a conventional way, making 
it justified only if the sample of bunch crossings to be simu-
lated is significantly larger than the sample needed for train-
ing such a GAN and when the detector geometry is final.

Efficient BIB Overlay

The first crucial optimisation step is to exclude BIB MCPar-
ticles and the corresponding SimHit relations from the 
samples to be overlayed, if tracing hits back to the MCPar-
ticles is not necessary in the simulation studies. This greatly 
reduces the disk storage and RAM occupied by a single 
bunch crossing, from about 60 GB to less than 25 GB.

As shown in Fig. 5, to obtain digitised RecHits rep-
resenting the actual signals measured by a real detector, 
BIB SimHits have to be overlayed on top of the signal 
SimHits and processed altogether by the corresponding 
digitisers, individually for every subdetector type. The 10 ns 
time window used for selecting relevant particles for the 
GEANT4 simulation is too conservative for certain subde-
tectors that use much shorter readout time windows, like the 
Vertex Detector, in which only hits within the ±90 ps range 
are kept, assuming the time resolution of �

t
= 30 ps. Consid-

ering that the majority of BIB SimHits are outside of this 
time window, most of the computation time in the digitiser 
processor would be spent on hits that will never be kept for 
analysis, therefore rejecting such hits as early as possible in 
the data processing chain would make the simulation more 
efficient. The same is true for calorimeter SimHits, a sig-
nificant fraction of which still have contributions outside of 
the 10 ns window of interest.

The BIB SimHits are added to the event by the overlay 
processor, as shown in Fig. 5, which merges all the input 
BIB collections with the corresponding collections of the 
signal event, optionally filtering them according to SimHit 
acceptance time windows that can be configured individu-
ally for each collection. It should be noted that acceptance 
time windows for calorimeter SimHits during the Overlay 
process are identical to the ones for RecHits used during 
the digitisation step, whereas for tracker hits the windows 
at the SimHit level have to be at least 3�

t
 wider than at the 

RecHit level in order to account for the hit migration due 
to their time smearing during digitisation.

With SimHit collection sizes of the order of 105-108 
a simple hit-filtering operation takes several minutes per 

event, due to both the CPU processing time and loading 
data to RAM from disk. Given that the acceptance timing 
windows are fixed for each collection and don’t change from 
one event to the other, filtering of the SimHit collections 
can be performed only once, storing them in the so called 
trimmed BIB samples. Overlaying such trimmed samples 
takes about a factor 70 less time due to minimal CPU pro-
cessing and much less data read from disk. This also sub-
stantially reduces the RAM usage to about 8 GB, allowing 
to run more simulation processes in parallel.

Track Reconstruction

After all the optimisations mentioned above, the remaining 
most-CPU-intensive task is the track reconstruction, which 
is based on the Conformal Tracking algorithm [20]. It is a 
geometry-agnostic and highly configurable implementation 
of the cellular automaton track-filtering method [21] that has 
two conceptual operations during the track-candidate search:

– track building - search for compatible hit sequences seed-
ing from every input hit;

– track extension - propagate the existing track candidates 
to successive layers looking for additional hits consistent 
with the initial track trajectory.

At the Muon collider almost 100% of the track-reconstruc-
tion time is spent on track building in the vertex detector 
due to the very large number of hits and high hit density 
creating too many possible hit combinations. As the num-
ber of possible hit combinations grows exponentially with 
the number of hits, any further suppression of BIB hits can 
dramatically speed up the track reconstruction. A distinc-
tive feature of BIB hits in the vertex detector is that they 
are primarily produced by soft electrons arriving from the 
tips of the shielding nozzles at shallow angles to the sensor 

Fig. 10  Illustration of the doublet hit selection in the vertex detec-
tor, exploiting the fact that hits from the BIB particles are not aligned 
with the interaction point (vertex). Loose doublet selection with wide 
acceptance angles (magenta) have to be used to account for the spread 
of the beamspot and displaced vertices. Tight selection (green) can 
be used for selecting hit pairs aligned with the known vertex position, 
which allows to reject more BIB hits
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surface, whereas, signal tracks originate from the IP at the 
centre of the detector.

The double-layer arrangement of Si sensors of the Vertex 
Detector allows to select hit doublets aligned in azimuthal 
angle with the IP, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The filtering of 
hits using this angular requirement was implemented in a 
separate Marlin processor with the angular acceptance indi-
vidually configured for each double layer based on the spa-
tial resolution of the sensors, the layer’s distance from the IP 
and the assumed precision of the vertex position along the 
beam. To estimate the effectiveness of this BIB-suppression 
method the hit filtering was performed with two different 
doublet-selection criteria:

– loose - assuming no prior information about the IP posi-
tion, which was smeared by a Gaussian distribution 
with �

z
= 10 mm along the beam, corresponding to the 

expected beamspot size at the 
√

s = 1.5 TeV Muon col-
lider;

– tight - assuming the exact knowledge of the IP position, 
which was fixed at the geometrical centre of the detector.

The effectiveness of the two doublet-selection criteria is 
reflected in the multiplicity of reconstructed hits shown in 
Fig. 11, which clearly demonstrates the dramatic suppres-
sion of BIB hits in the vertex detector when the position 
of the IP is known precisely. This reduction of the number 
of accepted hits brings the CPU time of reconstructing a 
single event from 2 days in the case of loose doublet selec-
tion to 3 minutes in the case of tight selection. Thus, it is 
evident that a standard approach of first reconstructing all 
tracks in the event, which are then used for the reconstruc-
tion of primary and secondary vertices is not the opti-
mal solution in this case. A much more computationally 
efficient approach would be to first estimate approximate 

positions of vertices with some faster algorithm, then filter 
hits using tighter doublet selection consistent with each 
vertex, and finally perform the full-scale track reconstruc-
tion using the nominal algorithm.

The baseline configuration of the conformal tracking algo-
rithm, which starts by building tracks in the whole vertex detec-
tor and then extends the found candidates towards the inner and 
outer trackers, is extremely slow at the Muon collider due to the 
very large number of hits and corresponding large combinatorics 
in the vertex detector. Looking at the hit multiplicity in Fig. 11 
it is clear that the two innermost barrel layers and most of the 
endcap disks are bad candidates for track seeding. Instead, seed-
ing from the barrel layers 2–7 and the outermost disks allows 
to reconstruct tracks in the central and very forward region in 
less than a minute, which can be sufficient for reconstructing 
the vertex positions needed for tight doublet selection. Detailed 
performance studies of this approach are still in progress.

Conclusions

The unique properties of a multi-TeV Muon collider come at 
a cost of a high-intensity diffused beam-induced background. 
It has been shown that the unprecedentedly high flux of par-
ticles arriving to the detector in a single bunch crossing of a 
√

s = 1.5 TeV Muon collider makes it practically impossible 
to perform a full detector simulation and event reconstruc-
tion with the simulation tools of the CLIC experiment if no 
dedicated workflow optimisations are applied. Yet the char-
acteristic kinematic properties of these BIB particles allow 
to dramatically reduce the CPU time and memory usage of 
the simulation and reconstruction sequence by rearranging it 
in such a way that particles and hits that are irrelevant for the 
end results are excluded from the process at the earliest stage 
possible. The presented results also demonstrate how strongly 
the computation performance of these studies depends on the 
accelerator and MDI design, the choice of detector technolo-
gies and on the used reconstruction algorithms. Therefore, 
these and future simulation studies at high-energy Muon col-
liders require the different stages of the experiment design 
to be carried out in a highly organised and coherent manner.
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